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The Speed of Discovery 
Ayasdi’s value proposition in Life Sciences is straightforward – we deliver orders of magnitude 
improvements in time to value while allowing teams to interact with high dimensional data in a way 
that allows them to discover relationships and patterns outside of the standard scientific process 
of asking questions.  

The result is that life sciences organizations who use our technology consistently deliver 
breakthrough science in timeframes that, just a few years ago would have seemed unattainable.  
At the heart of the revolution are massive improvements in compute and storage – but that is not 
enough. Everyone enjoys the advancements in sequencing, storage and elastic compute. What is 
different is a principled approach to distilling the complexity of the life science data – something 
that Ayasdi has pioneered with its software. 

“We conduct pioneering research to identify the genetic susceptibilities – or 
predispositions – of many diseases, including cancer. Ayasdi has helped us glean 

new insights that will lead to breakthrough drug discoveries.”   
– Eric Schadt, Director, Icahn Institute for Genomics  

and Multiscale Biology, Mount Sinai  

While Ayasdi’s focus in healthcare and financial services is primarily around operational 
applications, the heterogenous nature of life science problems means that life science companies 
use our software to target the discovery, predict and justify phases of our broader analytic 
workflow. This has allowed us to partner deeply with our clients as they work on a variety of 
disease types from asthma to lupus.  

The focus on unsupervised discovery and supervised prediction has led the company to 
concentrate on several key life sciences use cases. This paper details those areas and, to the 
extent we can, the work we have performed in there.  

“We could have been 1,000 quants sitting in different rooms doing our analytics and 
eventually come up with it, but with TDA we did it in milliseconds. Once we had this 

result, we went back to very traditional tools to confirm that it could have been 
determined if we knew what we were supposed to be looking for.” 

“It’s the reverse of traditional hypothesis-driven science,” says Ferguson. “We could 
never have found this correlation using traditional tools, because with thousands of 

variables to test, it would have never occurred to us.” 

– Dr. Adam Ferguson, UCSF 
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Precision Medicine 

Precision medicine is ultimately about the customization of medical treatment according to the 
individual genetic characteristics of each patient. Underlying this movement is the precise 
classification of patients of a specific disease into actionable sub-populations depending on their 
genetic markers, susceptibility to a specific disease or response to a particular treatment. The 
challenge lies in identifying similarity in these massively heterogeneous datasets.  

This where Ayasdi’s machine intelligence software can make a material impact. It lets them 
explore millions of features per patient and automates time-consuming analytical work. Further, 
the use of unsupervised learning enables researchers to find patterns and relationships that lie far 
outside of their universe of possible questions. As a result, teams can rapidly discover and validate 
biomarkers. 

 
Figure 1: Identifying populations of survivors despite poor genetic indicators 

More importantly, Ayasdi’s technology works across a wide variety of complex data sets including 
patient genotypes and gene expressions, phenotypic data, tumor characteristics, lifestyle factors, 
and somatic mutations. This will include structured and unstructured data as well as labeled and 
unlabeled data. 

The solution takes in all your data, from electronic health records to sequencing machine outputs, 
and allows your researchers to advance effective compounds within a fraction of the time 
compared with classical drug development approaches- reducing time to approval, increasing 
clinical trial success rates and efficacy, and reducing complications from poorly targeted drugs. 
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Figure 2: A topological model of the multiple subtypes of diabetes discovered by Mt. Sinai using Ayasdi 
software. 

“This is the first tangible demonstration of precision medicine that could be applied 
to a more common, complex disease.” 

– Joel Dudley Executive Vice President for Precision Health 
 at Mount Sinai Health System 

Drug Target Discovery 

Drug discovery often requires the analysis of tens of thousands of compounds of interest to arrive 
at one or two drug target candidates. Determining which targets to prioritize is an immense 
challenge defined by a significant investment of time by talented – and expensive, resources. 

Using Ayasdi, researchers can rapidly and confidently analyze biological pathways to identify 
mechanisms of action. The software automatically uncovers the relationships between 
compounds and patient profiles, thereby narrowing the list of drug candidates. 

By applying Ayasdi on complex, multi-modal and multi-tiered data, teams can identify the chemical 
fingerprints that characterize compounds with similar potency and selectivity. The solution can 
further characterize compound descriptors related to activity or inhibitory capabilities to speed the 
discovery of hypotheses for potential drug candidates. 

For instance, a drug developer used Ayasdi to discover multiple biomarkers for an early-stage drug. 
The company was then able to differentiate between responsive and unresponsive patients. After 
their pharmaceutical team had assembled the clinical trial data, they used the Ayasdi to validate 
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the identified biomarkers’ response to the drug within hours. More importantly, Ayasdi helped the 
researchers discover additional significant biomarkers associated with survival. 

Clinical Trial Analysis 

When analyzing clinical trials, pharmaceutical firms wrestle with small patient samples and an 
inability to distinguish between resistance and unresponsiveness. Knowing upfront which patients 
are likely to develop resistance can allow your researchers to segment patients by genomic profiles 
and predicted responses to a treatment. They can then adjust their trial criteria, potentially saving 
hundreds of millions of dollars in failed clinical trials while reducing the likelihood of harm to 
patients. 

For instance, in clinical trials for cancer, a patient can relapse by becoming resistant to the drug or 
because the tumor, due to its unique molecular profile, does not respond well to treatment. If 
clinicians knew which patients are likely to be unresponsive, they can adjust the trial criteria to 
target patients that will benefit the most. 

With Ayasdi, researchers can automatically segment patients by their tumor genomic profiles as 
well as their predisposition to respond favorably or adversely to treatment. This facilitates the rapid 
identification of cancer sub-types that are likely to respond well to treatment and tailor clinical trials 
targeting patients with that particular profile. 

 
Figure 3: A topological model of RNA-Sequencing and Autoantibody Specificity Profiles that detail healthy 
donors, lupus nephritis and an overlapping diabetic nephropathy group. 

Indication Discovery 

One strategy to grow revenue at lower costs is to identify additional indications for approved drugs. 
Ayasdi has done pioneering work in this highly profitable endeavor.  
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For example, research scientists at a pharmaceutical company were preparing to discontinue a 
drug. Before doing so, they decided to use Ayasdi to study the drug’s impact on new biological 
pathways. Ayasdi quickly led them to understand the fundamental biology underlying the drug’s 
mechanism of action and its effect on a never-before-studied molecular pathway. As a result, 
Ayasdi helped the researchers associate dosages with patient responses and demonstrate the 
drug’s significant differentiation over the standard of care. A ten-fold productivity improvement, 
intuitive analytics, and analytically supported results helped the scientists file for drug approval in 
record time. 

This strategy opens up the possibility for new revenue streams and saves hundreds of millions of 
dollars in avoided Phase 1-3 clinical testing, enabling a single drug to achieve blockbuster 
revenues. 

Adverse Drug Events 

Nearly a million people are injured or die every year from adverse drug events (ADEs), which costs 
hospitals millions of dollars and imperil pharmaceutical company reputations. In addition, hospitals 
lose millions of dollars each year as a result of unnecessary admissions, readmissions, 
malpractice and litigations linked to ADEs. Few consumers report these incidents, and when they 
do, the data is often sparse. This makes it challenging for pharmaceutical companies to 
differentiate benign from lethal effects and sufficiently link a particular drug to a patient’s outcome. 

With data now available from credit cards, electronic medical records, mobile phones and social 
media, however, there are new ways to predict and monitor for adverse drug events. For example, 
Janssen used Ayasdi’s solution to analyze social media data to understand consumer sentiment 
around the company’s marketed drugs for IBS/Crohns disease. The advanced, intuitive analytics 
helped detect subtle signals in the data that other methods would have missed.  

In another situation, Ayasdi’s solution helped a company automatically uncover a link between a 
drug and adverse effects in a subgroup of patients. It would have taken months or been impossible 
to accomplish with other approaches. This approach further reduces the chances of adverse 
events that can potentially cost billions of dollars in litigation and erode shareholder value. 

Comparative Effectiveness 

As the costs of premium drugs continue to increase, pharmaceutical firms are challenged with 
justifying their prices and value to clinicians, payers and regulators. Not only do they have to prove 
drug efficacy with increasing detail, but they also have to demonstrate how the drug is superior to 
the existing standard of care and other available therapies. Current methods for analyzing data 
from drug superiority studies are time-consuming, highly manual and increase the burden on 
analytics departments. 

Ayasdi offers a novel approach to ingesting, associating, and analyzing clinical trial results, patient 
profile information, and survey responses to determine comparative effectiveness. The software 
automatically pinpoints patient segments with clinical outcomes that support the efficacy of a 
drug.  
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For example, the team at Boehringer Ingelheim sought to develop a new anti-fibrotic drug 
(Empagliflozin) but needed to differentiate it from the standard of care. The challenge was that in 
trials the candidate compound and the current standard of care demonstrated the same efficacy. 
Attempting to differentiate the performance using legacy tools like SAS and R had failed to deliver 
results due to the complexity of the data and the time required to iterate through potential 
hypotheses. Rather than terminating the project, the company used Ayasdi to determine that the 
candidate drug actually modulated a different pathway than the current clinical standard of care. 
Further, the team determined that the biological process is modulated in a dose-dependent manner 
(see at 10mg) indicating that the candidate compound can be taken along with the current 
marketed drug – providing a clear rationale as to why the company should continue to develop this 
candidate.  The decision to proceed was rewarded with FDA approval for this compound. 

 
Figure 4: A topological model of candidate and standard of care compounds. The analysis indicated the 
compounds modulate different biological pathways. 

Precision Marketing 

Experts estimate that roughly 25% of pharmaceutical marketing to doctors, insurance companies 
and patients is now delivered over a digital. 

Ayasdi’s proven capabilities in segmentation deliver more targeted and personalized marketing 
campaigns while monitoring drug performance across physicians with enhanced precision. The 
software can drill down into the performance of marketing campaigns for new or expiring drugs by 
merging data from prescription sales, call center activity, physician profiles, social media, and 
patient demographics. It can detect subtle, non-intuitive patterns in the data that other methods 
miss. It provides an intuitive experience that saves days or weeks of manual analysis. As a result, 
pharmaceutical companies using Ayasdi can target patients and physicians more accurately, while 
improving physician and patient satisfaction.  

For example, a global pharmaceutical company was seeking to tailor their spend in the highly 
competitive United Kingdom market.  With the benefit of massive amounts of competitive NHS 
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data, they quickly determined that highly inefficient spend in certain local markets. What they found 
was they were overspending in markets where there were a limited number of potential customers 
while underspending in markets with a greater concentration of eligible customers.   

 
Figure 5: A topological model of identifying mis-allocated marketing spend. 

Summary 
Pharmaceutical firms continue to amass unprecedented amounts of complex data throughout the 
discovery-to-commercialization process. Ayasdi uses unsupervised learning and supervised 
prediction to help these organizations discover the patterns and relationships that matter to the 
business. This results in the rapid development of high quality, effective therapies at lower costs. 
The exceptional range of Ayasdi’s software expedites biomarker discovery, prevents costly late-
stage failures, detects adverse events early, and ultimately delivers on the promise of precision 
medicine. 



 

 

About Ayasdi 
Ayasdi is the global leader in the development of enterprise-grade, machine 
intelligent applications for financial services, healthcare and the public sector. 
Powered by breakthroughs in both mathematics and computer science, the 
company’s software platform has already solved some of the world’s most 
complex challenges. 

Based in Menlo Park, CA, Ayasdi is backed by Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, 
IVP, Khosla Ventures, Centerview Capital Technology, Draper Nexus, Citi 
Ventures, GE Ventures and Floodgate Capital. 
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